
 
 

GOOD WORK DONE BY RPF ECoR FOR THE PERIOD FROM 
16.05.2021 TO 31.05.2021. 

 

1)  On 18.05.2021 as  per PRABAL data, Jaykumar C.K, ASI/RPF/Post/Balugaon along with 
HC/4806 D. Sahoo, Con.328 S.K Pradhan, and Con. 107 U Nayak of    RPF/Post/Balugaon 
vide CC No. 181 dated 18.05.2021 proceed to Badasireipur area to collect information about 
unauthorized procuring and selling of Rly E-tickets. Then they collected intelligence from the 
villagers about the selling of Rly E-tickets. On the basis of the information, the raid party reached at the house 
of one person and found he was engaged in selling of Rly. E-ticket by using his computer . Then ASI J.K CK 
called him and gave him his identity. On interrogation, he disclosed his name and address as Ramesh Mandal, 
aged about 25 years, S/O-Damo Mandal, R/O- Badasireipur, PS-Banpur, Dist-Khurda, and on asking about 
selling and procuring of E-ticket but he denied. Then the raid party asked him allow to conduct a search in his 
computer for the illegal business of procuring and selling of Rly E-ticket & he voluntarily allowed the raid party 
to conduct  search. During search found 09 nos. of personal user ID in which 10 no’s of  future tickets and 03 
nos. of  past tickets. Further, he stated that he was generating the above-mentioned tickets by using personal 
user IDs for his personal gain by taking a commission of Rs 100/- per ticket and his transaction done vide 
account no 04270110867383 of UCO Bank/Banpur. On-demand he failed to produce any receipt/authority for 
support of his business of procuring and selling Railway E-reservation tickets. Then he confessed his guilt. 
Hence ASI J.K CK seized 13 nos of E-ticket (10-Future tickets valued Rs. 5528.88, 03-Past tickets valued Rs. 
2151.28) and 01 no. CPU (Foxin) from him in presence of available witnesses. Further ASI J.K CK procures 
for independent witnesses but nobody came forward in fear of court attendance. As per the direction of ASI 
J.K CK, HC/4806 D. Sahoo recorded the confessional statement of the alleged person at the spot in which he 
confessed his guilt & begged an apology. Hence ASI J.K CK arrested him U/S-179(2) of Railway act-1989 for 
committing an offense punishable U/S-143 Railway Act-1989 and taken personal search but found nothing 
except his wearing apparels. Hence, ASI Jaya Kumar CK seized the above articles from him at the spot in 
presence of available witnesses and handed over one copy of the seizure list to him. After observing all legal 
formalities the arrested person with seized articles as per the seizure list brought to RPF/Post/Balugaon and 
produced before PC/RPF/BALU with a written occurrence report by ASI Jaya Kumar CK. On the basis of which 
PC/RPF/BALU registered a case vide No.C3C/39/2021 dated 18.05.2021 U/S-143 Railways Act.1989 and the 
case entrusted to ASI for further inquiry. The arrested accused will be forwarded in the Hon’ble court of 
JMFC/Banpur on 19.05.2021. E.O-Sri.R.Hansda, ASI/RPF/Balugaon.                                                                                                                                 

2) On 18.05.2021 a drive was conducted by  SIPF S K Rao, SIPF Farid Saha along with the 
Meri Saheli team of RPF/Post/VSKP under the supervision of PC/RPF/VSKP at 
Visakhapatnam Railway station area. During the course of the joint drive along with child line 
staff at about 08.15 hours, they noticed one minor-aged boy was moving on Platform No. 01 
without any guardian. On interaction with him, he disclosed his name and address as Sajada khatoon, aged 14 
years,  S/O Afaroj Ansar, R/O- Ward no 11, Saphijhit khahiya, East Champaran, Jhitkahiya, Bihar, and stated 
that, he was running away from his home and came to Visakhapatnam by unknown Train and no any journey 
ticket with him. Hence the said boy was rescued and produced before SS/on duty VSKP  who in turn made a 
diary entry vide no 1281/20 dtd.18.05.2021 with intimation to GRPS/VSKP. Further, the rescued boy has been 
tested by the Railway Doctor/VSKP where his Covid test was found negative. Then the rescued boy produced 
before CWC/VSKP where ordered to handover to  Govt home for boys Visakhapatnam. In this regard SS on 
duty again made a dairy entry vide no. 1281/23 dated  18.05.2021. During rescue the SOP was properly 
followed.  

 3)   On dated 19.05.2021, CT/K Ganesh was deployed for Platform duty seal checking 

towards Visakhapatnam side in C Shift.  During his duty hours at about 22:45 hrs, he found 
one black colour bag on Platform No.1 near the Foot over Bridge as unclaimed and brought 
to the office of RPF/Post/Duvada and kept under safe custody. On 20.05.2021 at about 01.30 hrs, one person 
viz A Naresh, Age-29 yrs, House No.30-80-1/277A, Tirumala Nagar, Vadlapudi, Visakhapatnam-530046 
attended RPF/Post/Duvada and enquired about the bag and told that his friend viz K Veerababu, Age 32 years 
along with his wife and children came to Duvvada Railway station for their journey by  Train No.02805 A P 
Express from Duvvada to Vijayawada vide PNR No.6650549032. But in a hurry mood,  



            
         
 
           He forgot the bag on the Platform and got on the train. After checking of his luggage in train, he noticed 
that one bag was missing on Platform and immediately made phone call and told me about Laptop bag. Further, 
he identified his friend’s bag and checked the items i.e. One DELL Laptop, Medicine and Tiffin Box worth 
Rs.30,000/-. After completion of formalities, the recovered black bag with said items was correctly handed over 
to the friend of the passenger under proper acknowledgement. 
 

4)    On 20.05.2021 at about 05.25 hrs one of the bonafide passenger viz Sai Kiran Guribilli, 

S/O Chitti Babu R/o  Opposite LIC office, Krishnapuram, Amadalavalasa, Srikakulam, who 
was travelling in train No- 08517 Korba Express having PNR No 6550541971, in S-5 coach & 
berth No. 47 and he horridly de-boarded from the train at Vijiaynagaram railway station and 
forgot his Wallet on his berth. Immediately he attended RPF Post/Vizianagaram and reported the matter to TA 
on duty RPF staff H/C 3560 E.U.M.Rao who responded and informed the same to on-duty RPF Train Escorting 
staff of train no. 08517 Korba Express, then party attended the said coach & berth and could able to recover the 
said Wallet. Accordingly, the matter informed to RPF Post Vizianagaram. After proper verification with ID proof, 
the Wallet containing liquid cash of Rs.1000/- along with ATM cards, Credit cards of different Banks & Aadhar 
Card etc. in original handed over to the actual owner viz Sai Kiran Guribilli after taken photography as well as 
with proper acknowledgement and feedback. |In this connection, the passenger has submitted a letter of 
appreciation to the staff who have done a good job.   
 

5)     On 21.5.2021, while SIPF J Behera  along with HC/3364 Tarakanta Mohapatra, C/257 

Dillip Kumar Pradhan, C/9428 Santosh Kumar Pradhan and C/New Sunaram Soren, 
STF/Team/Khurda Road  were performing patrolling at Bhubaneswar Rly Station at 14.05 
hrs, received a credible source information that two male persons aged about 35 & 30 years 
respectively, possessing cannabis (GANJA) and moving suspiciously near the Officer Rest 
House, Saloon Siding at the extreme end of PF No.1 of Bhubaneswar Railway Station for the purpose of 
transporting and dealing with clandestine business of Narcotic Drugs. On getting information the said team 
proceeded to the spot with proper intimation to  IIC/GRP’s/Bhubaneswar and DSC, Khurda Road. At about 
14.30hrs  the raid party found two male person  are moving suspiciously carrying a grey and cement colour bags. 
On being asked, they disclosed their name & address as (1) Narayan Sahu age-34yrs, S/o- Bhima Sahu, At- 
Bellagam, Swasthya Nagar (2) Sridhara Panigrahi age-31yrs, S/o- Lt. Karunakar Panigrahi, At- Bellagam, Madan 
Mohan Shai both of PS- Hinjili, Dist- Ganjam. Then the raid party gave their identity. On checking  their bags  
found one Polythene wrapped packet containing,  cannabis plant i.e., Ganja.  Weighing about 13 Kgs &.7Kg 300 
grams (Total 20 Kg and 300 grams) respectively from Sridhara  Panigrahi and  Narayan Sahu,  valued- 
Rs.200000/-.(Two lakhs) approx. At about 19.20 hrs, GO Sri Sanjay Kumar Singh, ASC, RPF, Khurda Road 
attended. By adopting all the legal formalities both the person were arrested with seizure of above amount of 
Ganja in presence two independent witnesses  viz Sanjaya Mandal (40), S/o- Ranjeet Kumar Mandal, At- C/23, 
HIG duplex Baramunda, PS- Khandagiri, UPD, BBSR, Dist- Khurda and Bikash Kumar Nayak (26), S/o- 
Nabakiswan Nayak, Vill- Tihidi, Kainpada, PS- Tihidi, Dist- Bhadrak. Also during personal search found one 
Samsung (Duos), Key pad mobile phone, having IMEI No (1). 352559118166023, One adhar card in name of 
Sridhar Panigrahi, having Sl No.5292 2656 2368.Two train tickets (i) having PNR No.645-0580683, Bhubaneswar 
to Khurda Road Jn, Train No.01020, on 21-05-2021,15.20hrs (FRI) berth no. S/8, seat No.12 and 13, (ii) having 
PNR No.635-0580533, Khurda Road Jn to Surat, Train No.02843, Dtd. 21.05.2021 at 18.40hrs (FRI), berth 
No.D4, seat No.31 and 32.One Axis Bank Business Debit Card SL NO.55223 4600 1193 1538 in name of 
Shridhar Panigrahi and liquid Cash of Rs.4880/-.from Sridhar panigrahi and One Appo Android mobile phone in 
black colour having IMEI no. (1) 865513038352858 and IMEI No. (2) 865513038352841,One Adhar Card in name 
of Narayan Sahu, Sl. No.3161 9383 8332.One DL in name of Narayan Sahu, SL no. OD-0720130324624. DOI 
22.01.2013.from Narayan Sahu.One PAN card in name of Shahu Narayan, PAN no. CLIPS6477G.Both the 
arrested accused were brought to GRP’S/Bhubaneswar and in this connection GRPs/BBS registered a case 
no.42/2021 dt.21.5.2021 U/S 20(b)(ii)(c) NDPS Act. Both accused kept at GRPS/BBS will  be forwarded in the 
Hon,ble court of SDJM/BBS for legal action on 22.05.2021. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6)   In continuation to DCR/DSR dtd. 19.05.2021, regarding reported theft of one Suitcase 

containing valuable gold and Diamond ornaments with other wearing appeals (total value 
appx-2,22,000/-) in coach No-S-7 from running Train no-08309 (Jammu Tawi) SPL exp in 
between SLRA(Sarla)-SSN(Sason) section as reported by Complainant Sri Pawan Kumar 
Thakur vide GRPs/SBP case No-10/2021 dtd.17.05.2021 u/s 379 IPC. As per instruction of competent 
authority, a joint team consisting of officer and staff of RPF & GRP   were formed for early detection. Similarly, 
necessary CCTV footages of Sambalpur Rly station of the date and time had been examined carefully to get 
any clue, from which it could be ascertained that, on dtd. 17.05.2021 at about 10.29 hrs, the above-reported 
suitcase was brought by the relatives of the complainant into the station, carried the same luggage to PF no-2, 
similarly loaded in coach no-S-7, and also found that the above multi-color suitcase stands over by four wheels 
and in slippery mode. During scrutinizing of CCTV, there was no clue found regarding the movement of any 
suspects, stolen  the above suitcase or fallen down of the above suitcase within the station limit of Sambalpur. 
Further,  on-duty RPF Train escorting staff also examined. On which it could be ascertained that, during the 
passing of the train in between Sarla-Sason section, the complainant verbally reported to the escort party that, 
his one suitcase was fallen down from running train in between SLRA-SSN section. Further on dtd.21.05.2021, 
acting on credible source information regarding kept concealing of the above reported valuable gold and 
diamond ornaments with other wearing apparels by three unknown suspects, from 23.20 onwards, a raid and 
search was conducted by SI B K Hota with officers and staff of RPF/Post/Sambalpur under the supervision of 
IPF P.S. Dhakad along with IIC/GRPs/SBP with officer and staff and SI/CIB/SBP with staff at suspected 
locations of Dehuripali area and could able to recover the following reported valuable gold and diamond 
ornaments with wearing apparels from the possessions of the above three suspects  as (1) one no of 
necklace( looks like made of gold), (2) Two nos of chains with pendants ( looks like made of gold),(3)Two nos 
of ear-rings( looks like made of gold and diamond),(4) Two nos of ear-rings ( looks like made of gold), (5) one 
no of Mathamani/head jewellery( looks like made of gold), (6) One ring ( looks like made of gold and dimond), 
(7) two nos of blankets & (8) four nos of sarees. As such, on marathon interrogation, the above-detained 
suspects identified themselves as (1)Shiva Munda, age-20 years, S/O-Lada Munda, R/O Dhutrapada, 
Dehuripali, Ps-Ainthapali, Dist-Sambalpur (Odisha), (2) Arun Sahu, age-22 years, S/o Manu Sahu, R/O 
Kalibadi, Kumbharpada, near Ashoka Talkies, presently residing at Dehuripali, Ps-Ainthapali & (3) Kanha Naik, 
age-19 years, S/o Khema Naik, R/O- Dehuripali, Gwalapada, Ps-Ainthapali, Dist-Sambalpur (Odisha) and 
stated that on dtd. 17.05.2021 at about 11.30 hrs, while they came to the side of Rly track for sitting call of 
nature, suddenly they found one multi-color suitcase trolley bag by the left side of Rly track near a  tree.  After 
observing some time, taking an opportunity, they shifted the above trolley bag by the side of a pond near a 
bush and broke the chain by hitting with a piece of stone with an intention to get any valuable articles. On 
breaking the suitcase, they found the above-recovered articles with cash Rs. 7,000/- approximately. Then, 
they divided all the recovered properties among themselves and also sharing a booty of Rs.1500/- each 
among them and had expended the rest amount. As such on dated 22.05.2021,  IIC/GRPs/Sambalpur seized 
all the recovered property from their possession in presence of available witnesses and after completing other 
legal formalities,  all the above three persons with seized properties were brought to  GRPs/Sambalpur and 
connected the above arrest and seizure into the case mentioned above. Later on, complainant Sri Pawan 
Kumar Thakur attended at GRPs/Sambalpur and identified all the seized properties as mentioned in FIR.  He 
also produced one written statement before IIC/GRPs/SBP that by mistake he mentioned in the FIR Rs 30 to 
32 thousand actually that amount was kept in the other luggage bag and approx Rs. 7000/- was kept in the 
missing trolley bag. Then as per the request of the complainant all the seized properties were handed over the 
complainant in presence of available witnesses under proper zimmanama. All the arrested accused persons 
were released on bail as per the COVID-19 guidelines of Hon’ble Odisha High Court. 
  

7)  On 23.05.2021 at about 01.00hrs, while on duty shift officer SI S.Suresh & CT-S.B.Samal 

of RPF/Post/Bhubaneswar were engaged for station checking, noticed one minor child aged 
about-10 years was moving in concourse area alone & isolated state. On seeing his activities, 
SI S.Suresh detained & politely asked about his identity. During which he gave his address as 
Shiek Salam, aged-12 Years, S/O-Shiek Alam, At-Shiek bard jaleswar ward no 03, PS-Jaleswar, Dist-
Balasore, Odisha. Further, he also disclosed that on the evening of 22.05.2021 he fled away from his home 
without the knowledge of his parents as his parents were angry with him and beaten. So he left home and 
boarded a train. SI S.Suresh made efforts to get the contact number of his parents, but he couldn't explain 
much more due to his confusion. Hence, information shares with Jaleswar police station having No- 06781-
222227, and GRPS/Bhubaneswar about any missing report and find out his parents. Finally, after completion 
of preliminary enquiry the rescued minor child  was handed over to Childline Bhubaneswar with proper 
acknowledgement.  In this regards, SS/BBS made D.E. No.1332/D dtd 23.05.2021. During rescue RPF staff 
followed all the guidelines as per SOP. 



 

8)  On 22.05.2021, from  21.00 hours during  course of special checks conducted by  

LSI/V.Keerthi Reddy, ASI P.C.M.Rao, Con.K.E.Rao, Con. D.Jagadeesh of  RPF/Post/VSKP 
and  GRP/SI S.Sanyasi Rao with staff under the supervision of PC/RPF/VSKP near 
entrance gate no. 4 of  Visakhapatnam Railway Station adjacent to Platform No. 08, found 
02 persons with luggage bags moving suspiciously. On approaching the said persons they were started to flee 
away from the spot, but the above officer and staff  could able to detain them with their luggage bags. On 
being asked, they disclosed their name and address as i) Stav Raj Ojha, aged 21years, S/O- Ashok  Kumar  
Ojha, R/O H.No.1300, near Masjid Vikas Nagar, Galli No 00, Panipat, Haryana ii) Ankit Varma, aged 20 years, 
S/O. Madan Lal Varma, 474/2 G.T Road ,Nangal Khari, Panipat, Haryana. Further, they disclosed that, for 
their livelihood and in search of work they came in to contact with one unknown person (through contact phone 
number- 9603438847) and as per the directions of an above unknown person, they proceeded to 
Visakhapatnam, from Delhi and collected 03 bags containing 08  Ganja packets from the unknown local area 
of Visakhapatnam from unknown persons through phone contact and while entering the railway station they 
were apprehended. As per the provisions of the NDPS Act 1985, a mediators report was prepared accordingly 
a notice served to above 02 persons U/s 50 of NDPS Act. They opted for Gazetted officer presence for their 
search and seizure. Further at about 02.30 hours, Gazetted officer namely Sri C.J.Chakradhar, 
ASC/RPF/Waltair Division, East Coast Railway, Visakhapatnam attended the spot, in his presence and during 
the search found total 16 Kgs Ganja in 08 packets from 03 bags out of which 02 samples from each bag were 
collected. Each sample pack containing 50 grams of Ganja. After completion of the sample, sealing, marking 
process all the materials and packages were seized. In continuation, the personal search of the above two 
persons was conducted in which found (1) 02 Nos of cell phones  (2) one coffee colour purse containing Adhar 
Card -2(one duplicate), Pan card, Visa Karnataka Bank ATM card from them. Mediator report, search and 
seizure report including confession has been completed at 05.00 hours of date 23.05.202. Further both the 
persons along with 03 bags containing  16kgs ganja valued-32,000/-approx and 02 mobile phones 6 packets 
of sample seizure have been handed over to GRPS/VSKP with proper acknowledgement who in turn 
registered a case vide no.114/2021 dated -23.05.2021 U/S 8 (c) r/w 20(b)(ii)(B)of NDPS Act 1985. 
 

9) On getting information from SCNL/Khurda road regarding left behind of a baby girl 

child in coach-S/5 of  Train No.02704, LSI/V.Sharma, ASI/N.L.Saren along with on duty 
shift officer LSI/S.Pradhan and  LSI/Priyanka with Con-U.K.Rath, Con-B.G.Das&Con-
B.Rout of RPF/Post/Khurda road attended coach No. S/5 of the said train on its arrival at 
Khurda Road at 09.41hrs on PF No.02 and could notice that one baby girl child of  about 05-06 months old 
was sleeping on berth No. 15 and one polythene handbag beside her containing one water bottle, some food 
items & one Adhaar card in the name of Saista Praveen bearing No. 5269 5325 0527 suspected to be her 
mother, R/O-Sheohar, Phulkahan, Bihar. Then the child was rescued at Khurda road by the above officials and 
on enquiry from the co-passengers of berth No.11,12,13,14,16, it could be revealed that one lady was sitting 
on that very berth with the child in her lap and on arrival of the train at Brahmpur Railway station one male 
passenger got on in the train and told the lady to vacate the berth as that was his allotted berth. Then the lady 
seems to be somewhat abnormal went away from there leaving the small child on that very berth. And in this 
regard the on duty Train Escort party of RPF/Post/Palasa have also co-operated as they were present 
there.Thus after rescuing the child she was provided feeding (lactogen milk) and diaper etc. In this regard a 
diary entry has been made by the on duty SS/Khurda road vide D/E No.1907/B, Dt:24.05.2021. Then 
associate of child line i.e SOCH was informed regarding the matter and after a short while Mr. Rilu Parida , 
member of SOCH team has attended at RPF/Post/Khurda road and received the said child with the polythene 
hand bag with proper acknowledgement following the SOP for Child Rescue and CWC has also been 
informed. In this regard another diary entry has been made by the on duty SS/Khurda road vide No.1907/C, 
Dt:24.05.2021. Thereafter the matter was informed to the GRPS/Khurda road as well as the local Police 
station as per the Aadhar card retrieved) on duty IIC- Raghunath Prasad of Phulkahan, Bihar, as per the 
guidelines under  SOP. 

10)   On 23.05.2021 at about-15.00 hrs, Train No.09493 [Gandhidham-Puri] Express 
arrived at Puri Railway Station Platform No.05. On its arrival at Puri Railway Station, while 
on duty officers & staff of Puri [ASI B.K.Bal& CT-B.C.Behera] were engaged for conducting 
routine security check before locking of coaches to prevent & detect criminal activities if any, noticed one 
mobile Phone[model-Samsung A-51, value-Rs-30,000/-] was kept on the seat No.49 of coach No. B-3 in 
unclaimed condition. On seeing that RPF Staff made efforts to find out it's owner, but no fruitful result could be 
found. The above-named RPF staff also noticed that the mobile Phone was in switched off condition, so 
brought the same to RPF/ Post/Puri  for further disposal to the concerned person.  



           After providing charging, when the mobile Phone switch on, at about-16.30 hrs, one call was received 
on the above Phone & caller gave his identity as Madhab Chandra Behera, At- NirakarPur, Dist-Khurda 
[Odisha] & informed that, he is doing private job at Gujarat, due to Covid/lockdown, he was coming from 
Gandhidham-Khurda, vide PNR No. 863-8014162. On arrival at Khurda Road Station he got down from the 
train along with his bags etc, but unfortunately left behind his mobile phone. After getting down from the train 
he made several efforts & dialed his number, but that was switched off, after a few times he was able to 
connect his number. Finally on 24.05.2021 at about-08.00 hrs, the above named passenger attended 
RPF/Post Puri and the recovered mobile phone was handed over to him with due verification. After receipt of 
the mobile phone he appreciated the honesty of RPF Staff Puri. 

11) On date 23.05.2021, on receipt of information from SS/Duvvada at 17.30 hrs 

regarding fallen down of one passenger’s mobile phone from Train No.07015 
Bhubaneswar-Bangalore Special at KM No.759/2 in between to DVD (Duvvada)  to  
THY(Thadi) section. Immediately ASI/N N Rao with Con-K.S.Krishna of 
RPF/Post/Duvvada attended the spot and searched the surrounding area. They were able to recover  one 
mobile phone made of VIVO. The  said mobile phone was brought to RPF/Post/Duvada and kept in safe 
custody. On dated.25.05.2021 at about 14.30 hrs, one person namely Naravala Srikanth, aged-35 yrs,S/o 
Appa Rao, R/o 9-221, Ghat Road, Advivaram,Visakhapatnam Rural,AP state-530028 ,Mobile No.9133919523 
attended RPF/Post/Duvvada and submitted a requisition in which he stated that he is brother-in -law of 
passenger namely Uggripalli Babu Rao- Phone Number-9704964539 who travelled from Palasa to 
Secunderbad in Train No-07015 on 23.05.2021 vide PNR No.625-0610142, berth No. 41,43,44 & 45 and 
stated that his Brother-in-law said to collect the mobile phone from RPF/Post/Duvvada. Accordingly he came 
to RPF/POST/Duvvada to collect the mobile phone. After completion of formalities at about 15.30 the said 
VIVO mobile phone worth of Rs.17,000/- was correctly  handed over to Brother-in-law of passenger namely 
Naravala Srikanth under proper acknowledgement. The good work done by RPF is highly appreciated by him. 

12)  On 27.05.2021 at about-17.00 hrs, while Officer's & Staff [ASI A.K.Jena& LC/RPSF-Subhadra 

Sahoo] of RPF Post Puri were engaged for conducting drive against undesirable elements, noticed 
one minor girl aged about-15-16 Years was sitting in front of Railway reservation counter in alone & 
isolated state. On seeing her activities RPF team politely interrogated her in presence of ladies RPF 
Staff. During which she gave out her name & address as Bhabani Naik, D/O- Shiv Shankar Naik, At-Kendupalli, Baghei, 
PS-Baidyaswar, Dist- Cuttack [Odisha]. On asking about her movement in Puri/Station area during the lockdown period, 
she failed to give any satisfactory reply & also denied disclosing any contact number of her family/friends. Further to 
verify her identity & also to transmit the information to her parents, RPF Officer made contact with the jurisdictional 
Police Station and it could be noticed that a Case vide No.144/2020,dated-26.12.2020, U/S-360 IPC [Kidnapping from 
India]  has been registered at Baidyaswar Police Station. Subsequently, the concerned Police Station also informed the 
matter to her parents and they requested to detain the rescue minor girl at RPF Post Puri till their [Police & Parents] 
arrival at Puri. As she was a minor, so to avoid any legal contradiction the rescued minor girl produced before CWC 
[Child Welfare Committee] through Childline with due intimation to DCPO, Station Director & GRPs for further 
rehabilitation as per the procedure of law. In this regard, SS Puri made D.E. No.599 [B]dtd 27.05.2021. During the 
rescue of the above minor girl, the RPF team followed all the guidelines as per SOP.    
  

Commendable job done by RPF/ECoR during Cyclone “YASS” from 25.05.2021 to 27.05.2021. 
A sever Cyclone  strom “YAAS”  passed over Odisha Concerning Eco Railway for which RPF/ECoR 

kept Co-ordination with Verious agencies, arranged deployement of RPF manpower and Disaster Management 
teams of RPF with equipment at Various locations and Zonal HQ/BBS. RPF Cyclone Control room was manned 
24X7 and situation report was obtained and relayed to all concerned. Due to Co-ordination efforts, alortnes of 
RPF, the Cyclone passed over the ECoR jurisdiction on 26.05.2021 without much damaged, destruction or Nil 
Casualty . All possible assistance to stranded people,sister departments and Co-ordination with other agencies 
was made by RPF/ECoR. Train service were quickly restored in BBS-KGP section. 
 

13)  On 28.05.2021, while on duty Officer's & Staff [SI P.K.Roul& CT-Asit Ku Das] were 

engaged for regular safety checking of empty Coaches of train No.02816 [Nandankanan 
Express], which was arrived at Puri Railway Station Platform No.03 at about-13.00 hrs, 
noticed one minor boy aged about-10 Years was sitting inside the general compartment in alone & 
fear/weeping state. On seeing his activities, RPF Staff politely asked about his identity, but he was unable to 
say anything. After that RPF Staff brought to him at "Sishu&Mahila help desk" and after counseling in friendly 
environment he given his identity as Abu Bakar, aged-10 Years, S/O-Md. Dawood, At-Sanduha, Dist-Patna 
[Bihar].  
 



         Further he also informed that, on 27.05.2021 he boarded in that train from Anand Bihar Railway Station 
along with his parents to his home, but as per his version during night time his parents got down from the train, 
while he was sleeping in upper seat. The above minor child was too much excited to go home and want to 
meet his parents. Finally after the initial inquiry, the rescued minor child produced before CWC through 
Childline under intimation to DCPO, Station Director & GRPs for further rehabilitation as per the procedure of 
law. In this regard, SS Puri made D.E.No.602 [B]dtd. 28.05.2021. During rescue & disposal, all the guidelines 
were followed as per SOP. 

 
14)  On 29.05.2021 at about 06.20hrs a phone call was received by ASI D.V. M. Krishan of 

RPF Post Vijaynagaram from one bonafide passenger  viz Ganteda Parvathi who was travelling 
in train No. 02889 Exp(TATA-YPR),  in berth No.4,6 & 7 Coach No. D1, Vide PNR No. 
675023034 Ex-  Rayagada to  Parvathipuram  regarding  left behind of one lady hand bag in the 
said coach. On receipt of  said information ASI D.V.M.Krishan along with Head constable 3560 E.U.M. Rao 
attended the said train on arrival at Vijaynagaram frailway station on route No-02 at 07.02 hrs and retrieved  the 
said hand bag  and   intimation was given  to the party about retrieval of the bag , who arrived at RPF Post 
Vijayanagaram and on being asked she stated that she along with her family members boarded in train No -
02889 exp at Raygada railway station and hurriedly  de-boarded at Parvathipuram railway station and forgot her 
hand bag.  Then she  tried to contact 139 Help Line but not connected. Hence she contacted one of her  relative 
of RPF who is working at Baleswar of Kharagpur Division over phone and informed about matter.Then she 
contacted to   ASI D.V.M.Krishna and  informed about the matter over phone.  The retrieved  hand bag 
containing  Ten gram gold ornaments and liquid cash Rs. 29,600/- all worth Rs. 79,600/- handed over to the  
right full owner duly verified the ID proof with  proper acknowledgement.  
 

15)  On 31.05.2021 at about 19.30 hrs, while officers & staff [SIPF P.K.Roul & Const. 

5405 P.K.Ojha) of RPF/Post/Puri were engaged for conducting drive against undesirable 
elements, noticed one minor Boy aged about-12 years was sitting in front of Railway ticket 
booking counter of Puri Railway station in alone & isolated state. On seeing his activities, 
the above RPF officer & staff politely asked about his identity, but he was unable to say anything due to 
language problems. After that RPF Staff brought him at "Sishu & Mahila help desk" and after counseling in the 
friendly environment, he given his identity as Ratiya Birhor, aged- 12 years, S/o-(L) Ram Birhor, Mother’s 
Name- Jamini Birhor, R/O-Biratota,Silli, Dist-Ranchi, (Jharkhand). Further, he stated that on 30.05.2021, in 
Morning time he came from his house without the knowledge of his parents due to scolded by his mother. 
Finally after the initial inquiry, the rescued minor child was produced before the Child Welfare Committee 
through Child line under intimation to DCPO, Station Director & GRPS for further rehabilitation as per the 
procedure of law. In this regard, SS/Puri made D.E.No.616 [C] dtd. 31.05.2021. During rescue & disposal, all 
the guidelines were followed as per SOP. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 


